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Router WiFi MILIGHT - FUT097

Price 34.92 Euro

Availability Goods are unavailable

Shipping time 4 days

Number 1399

Manufacturer Mi.Light

Product description
Multifunctional device acting as a controller, it allows you to control lighting via Wi-Fi in your home using devices operating on
Android or IOS.
Router MI LIGHT allows you to connect to your home network so you do not need anymore to switch between wireless
networks. MILIGHT Router also enables you to control light, even when you're away from home.

Wi-Fi router can be used to support all devices 2.4G smart lighting: incandescent RGB, RGBW, dimmable lighting etc. This
simple device you can control your lighting using a smartphone based on iOS or Android, a new free application available on
the AppStore or Google Play (MI.LIGHT).

Cooperation amplifiers and controllers as part of a modern system Milight can be carried out via radio for high-performance
2.4GHz frequency. However, to take full advantage of virtually unlimited functionality, application update control capabilities
not only a pilot, but also smarfonem and tablet - you need a WiFi router. The system is successfully Milight one of the main
elements of the so-called. smart home, or you can direct your hardware settings with WiFi, even outside his home.

The device works naturally with RGBW RGB light bulbs, LED strips (due to controller) with recessed luminaires (light panels /
suspended ceilings). It also supports lighting with dimming functions (mono). A free application available on the AppStore or
Google Play (MI.LIGHT). With built-in software called. interfaces, the different receivers, either RGB or MONO supports
identically from the personal mobile device (phone) as the remote control. In this way changes the setting 4 independent
zones of lighting. If you divided your surroundings to more areas, then there is nothing to prevent the purchase controllers
and enjoy even more precise system.

As part of a whole get-compatible modern, environmentally friendly and cost effective solution corresponding to the
traditionalists - in versions floating white or crazy personality. With Milight interior space with light it becomes a reality and
infinity composition makes a lot of joy and comfort of users.
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